
PASSIVE FIRE PROTECTION
Leading edge technology  for a safe future



EVOLVING TOGETHER

Developing innovative and environment-friendly technologies with and for

clients to enable both of us to achieve and maintain a leading position in our

specific business markets.

Deserving the privilege of becoming a technological partner.

Adapting one’s structure and organisation to guarantee that the quality of

products and services become a real competitive advantage for clients.
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BIFIRE, Your Partner in: INNOVATION in INSULATION

Bifire has the specific mission of giving innovative and exclusive

solutions in the field of passive fire protection and thermal insulation.

Bifire strategy is to give to our customer the best competitive

advantage, which means developing special and unique products

for each application. 

Bifire is a leading company in the passive fire protection and in the

high technology thermal insulation. Bifire was born in Italy, but its

focus is the European and Middle East Market. 

Bifire has commercial subsidiaries in Spain, Germany and Czech

Republic

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The best building is the safest building. 

Europe has developed elaborate legislation regarding fire-safe construction, and one of the important target for Bifire

is its knowledge and understanding of the specific rules and helping to build the best building. 

Bifire does this by providing an advice service and helping parties within the building industry to make the right choices

to realise true safety. 

Bifire believes in developing continuously new products and technologies.

For this reason Bifire has one of the most impressive internal laboratory.

Bifire runs more than 200 internal tests every year, in order to achieve:

• New solutions

• Quality controls

• Comparative Bench Marks

Bifire wants to give the best technology with the best quality.

INTRODUCTION
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TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

To get its target (innovative and exclusive solutions for its customers) Bifire has

invested very much in the technical department.

For this reason Bifire’s customers consider Bifire as their external R&D office. In

Bifire is possible to find the highest know how in terms of high technology thermal

insulation and passive fire protection.

EQUIPMENT

Bifire gives to its customers special and unique solutions, most of the time

shaped on the customer needs. 

Bifire’s production is very flexible and for this reason able to answer to the most

difficult needs of its customers.

EDP

Bifire believe that information technology is a key for the future development. This is the reason why is investing a lot

in new technologies. 

The goal is to give our customer the best service in the shortest time. Just in time is reality in Bifire.

MARKETS- CUSTOMERS

Bifire is active in 2 main markets:Thermal Insulation and Passive Fire Protection

PASSIVE FIRE PROTECTION for INDUSTRY

This means solutions for producers of fire protection elements (metal doors, wood doors, lift doors, train, marine….).

Most of the solutions has been studied and approved in the lab of Bifire in a process of co-evolution together with the

customer.

All products have been tested following the most difficult European norms. 

PASSIVE FIRE PROTECTION for BUILDING

Bifire products are used for fire protection in the construction as air-ducts, structural steel beams and columns, walls,

ceilings, electricity cables, etc., but Bifire also offers a wide range of accessories as fire-stopping products that

intumesce in the event of fire, special fire protection mortar, collars for combustible (PVC, PP and PE) pipe and fire

rated mastics. 

All products are certified following the most severe international standard as European Norm.

THERMAL INSULATION

HIGH TEMPERATURE

Bifire has a range of product for high temperature up to 1100°C.

In this market Bifire has developed one of the most innovative product named Microbifire. It is a special and unique

material, produced in form of panels, studied to achieve the following results:

• Energy saving

• 100% Ecological row materials (no fibers, asbestos or other dangerous materials)

• Safety 

This material can be used from -70°C up to 1100°C.

INTRODUCTION
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INTRODUCTION

LOW TEMPERATURE

Bifire has developed the best insulating material existing in the world.

The name of this new technology is VACUNANEX.

Vacunanex® is the top performer among thermo-insulating panels.

The result of years of study and testing by top technical staff and researchers, this is a technologically advanced

material, with ultra-high insulating capacity, providing a highly innovative solution that enables applications in

construction, industry and marine environments that until recently were simply impossible.

Technologically more innovative:

• Greater insulating capacity 0.005W/mK

• Greater energy savings help save you money

• Slimmer design: six times thinner than a traditional product

• Excellent comfort for housing

• More space for your life

• Lower environmental impact

• Safer: non-combustible core-material 

• Totally recyclable

Vacunanex® has such excellent insulating capacity, that it has no competitors and can provide unique guarantees in

the thermo-insulation sector. Used for applications from -70°C a 80°C.

Vacunanex® uses Nanex® technology based on micropore silicon nanotechnology.

Vacunanex® is under vacuum, which totally prevents any convective heat transfer; this provides much greater efficiency

than traditional insulating materials.

For example, for the same insulating capacity, Vacunanex® is up to 6 times thinner.

With Vacunanex®, jobs which had once been unthinkable can now be performed – for example, thermal transmittance

U of 0,22W/m²K with a thickness of 20 mm is now possible. 

INTRODUCTION TO FIRE PROOFING

REACTION AND RESISTANCE

Reaction to Fire tests tell us how a product will become involved in the growth of fire in the room of origin, up to the

time when flashover occurs, or does not occur. The data from specific small/intermediate reaction to fire test methods

is assessed and provides a fire classification for the material.

Fire resistance tests tell us how an element of construction or fire protection system will prevent a fully developed fire

from causing structural collapse of the element, or prevent the fire from passing from the room of origin into an adjacent

room, corridor or other space.

TEST ON MATERIALS

Reaction to fire is tested in accordance with EN ISO 1182: Non-combustibility test and EN ISO 1716: Calorific potential

test. This test identifies products that will not contribute significantly to a fire, regardless of their end use. determines

the potential maximum total heat release by a product when complete combustion occurs, regardless of its end use.

The test is relevant for the classes A1, A2. 
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INTRODUCTION

RESISTANCE TO FIRE

The fire performance of any system will vary depending on the heating conditions to which it is exposed. National and

international fire curves have been developed for differing fire exposures.

Examples of fire curves carried out in test furnaces by recognised national organisations are as follows:

1. The Standard Cellulosic Time-Temperature Curve (ISO 834). This ISO-based curve is used in standards throughout

the world, including Italian Norm, BS 476, AS 1530, DIN 4102, ASTM and the new European Norm EN 1363-1. It is a

model of a ventilated controlled natural fire, i.e. fires in a normal building. The temperature increase after 30 minutes is

842°C.

2. The Hydrocarbon Curve

This curve is a simulation of a ventilated oil fire with a temperature increase of 1110°C after 30 minutes. The Hydrocarbon

Curve is applicable where petroleum fires might occur, i.e. petrol or oil tanks, certain chemical types etc. In fact, although

the Hydrocarbon Curve is based on a standardised type fire, there are numerous types of fire associated with

petrochemical fuels, which have wide variations in the duration of the fire, ranging from seconds to days.

FIRE TESTING PERFORMANCE

Fire resistance is a property of a complete system or construction when exposed to standard heating conditions,

usually exposed to ISO 834 curve for normal civil construction.

The criteria of elements of building construction to test the fire resistance are:

- Loadbearing Capacity (R): The ability of a specimen of a loadbearing element to support its test load.

- Integrity (E): The ability of a specimen of a separating element to contain a fire to specified criteria for collapse,

freedom from holes, cracks and fissures and sustained flaming on the unexposed face.

- Insulation (I): The ability of a specimen of a separating element to restrict the temperature rise of the 

unexposed face to below specified levels (usually 140°C mean rise, 180°C maximum rise).

- Stability: The ability of a ductwork system to maintain its intended function.

The above references (R, E and I) were the Italian terms, and are current European EN terms.

FIRE TESTING STANDARDS

EN 1363 -1 Fire Resistance Tests - General Requirements

This part of EN 1363 establishes the general principles for determining the fire resistance of various elements of

construction when subjected to standard fire exposure conditions. Alternative and additional procedures to meet

special requirements are given in EN 1363-2.



INTRODUCTION

EN 1363 - 2 Fire Resistance Tests - Alternative and Additional Procedures 

This part of EN 1363 specifies alternative heating conditions and other procedures that may need to be adopted under

special circumstances. This standard shall be read in conjunction with EN 1363-1.

Details of the alternative hydrocarbon, slow heating and external fire exposure heating curves and the additional

impact test and measurement of radiation procedures are included within this standard.

Within the appropriate clause for each procedure is given an explanation as to why it may be

necessary. Unless one of the alternative heating regimes is specifically required, the standard temperature-time curve

given in EN 1363-1 shall be used.

EN 1365 Fire Resistance Tests for Loadbearing Elements

Part 1. Walls

The part of EN1365 specifies a method of testing the fire resistance of loadbearing walls. It is applicable to both

internal and external walls. The fire resistance of external walls can be determined under internal or external exposure

conditions.

The fire resistance performance of loadbearing walls is normally evaluated without perforations such as glazing. If it

can be demonstrated that the design of the opening is such that load is not transmitted to the perforation, then the

perforation need not be tested in the loaded condition.

If perforations are to be included, the effects of these will need to be separately established. The performance of fire

resistant glazing is addressed in EN 1364-1.

This test method is not applicable to:

i) curtain walls (non-loadbearing external walls suspended in front of the floor slab) which are considered specifically

in prEN 1364-3

ii) walls containing door assemblies which shall be tested to EN 1634-1

iii) non-separating load bearing walls which, in short widths, can be tested as columns to EN 1365-4.

This European Standard is used in conjunction with EN 1363-1

Part 2. Floor and Roofs

This part of EN 1365 specifies a method for determining the fire resistance of:

– floor constructions, without cavities or with unventilated cavities

– roof constructions, with or without cavities (ventilated or unventilated)

– floor and roof constructions incorporating a glazed element; with fire exposure from the underside

This standard is used in conjunction with EN 1363-1

Part 3. Beams

This part of EN 1365 specifies a method for determining the fire resistance of beams with or without applied fire

protection systems and with or without cavities. This standard is used in conjunction with EN 1363-1.

Beams which are part of a floor construction are tested with the floor construction as described in EN 1365-2 and are

subject to evaluation of integrity and insulation.

Part 4. Columns

This part of EN 1365 specifies a method for determining the fire resistance of columns when fully exposed to fire on

all sides.

This Standard is used in conjunction with EN 1363-1.

Part 5. Balconies and Walkways

This part of EN 1365 specifies a method of determining the fire resistance, in respect of loadbearing capacity and with

no separating function of:

– balconies exposed to the fire from either outside or inside the building; and

– walkways exposed to the fire from either outside or inside the building

This standard is used in conjunction with EN 1363-1

Part 6. Stairs

This part of EN 1365 specifies a method for determining the fire resistance of stairs, with or without applied fire

protection systems in respect of loadbearing capacity and with no separating function. This document is used in

conjunction with EN 1363-1.
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EN 1364 Fire Resistance Tests for Non-Loadbearing Elements

Part 1. Walls

This part of EN 1364 specifies a method of determining the fire resistance of non-loadbearing walls.

This Standard is used in conjunction with EN 1363-1

It is applicable to internal non-loadbearing walls with and without glazing, non-loadbearing walls consisting almost wholly

of glazing, (glazed non-loadbearing walls) and other non-loadbearing internal and external non-loadbearing walls with and

without glazing.

The fire resistance of external non-loadbearing walls can be determined under internal or external exposure conditions.

In the latter case the external fire exposure curve given in EN 1363-2 is used.

It is not applicable to:

i) curtain walls (external non-loadbearing walls suspended in front of the floor slab) which are considered specifically in

prEN 1364-3.

ii) non-loadbearing walls containing door assemblies which shall be tested to EN 1634-1.

Part 2. Ceilings

This part of EN 1364 specifies a method of determining the fire resistance of ceilings, which in themselves possess fire

resistance independent of any building element above them. This standard is used in conjunction with EN 1363-1.

The method is applicable to ceilings, which are either suspended by hangers or fixed directly to a supporting frame of

construction, and to self-supporting ceilings.

Within this test method, the ceiling is exposed to fire, with the exposure being applied either:

a) from below the ceiling, or

b) from above the ceiling to simulate fire within the cavity above the ceiling

EN 1634 Fire Resistance Tests for Door and Shutter Assemblies

Part 1. Fire Doors and Shutters

This part of EN 1634 specifies a method for determining the fire resistance of door and shutter assemblies designed for

installation within openings incorporated in vertical separating elements, such as:

– hinged and pivoted doors;

– horizontally sliding and vertically sliding doors including articulated sliding doors,

sectional doors;

– steel single skin folding shutters (uninsulated);

– other sliding folding doors;

– tilting doors;

– rolling shutter doors.

This European Standard is used in conjunction with EN 1363-1

Part 3. Smoke Control Test for Door and Shutter Assemblies

This part of EN 1634 specifies a method for determining the leakage of cold and warm smoke from one side of a door

assembly to the other under the specified test conditions. The test can be applied to door and shutter assemblies of

different types intended for purposes of controlling the passage of smoke in case of fire. This test can also be applied to

lift landing doors and conveyor system doors and shutters.

EN 1366 Fire Resistance Tests for Service Installations

Part 1. Ducts

This part of EN 1366 specifies a method for determining the fire resistance of vertical and horizontal ventilation ducts

under standardised fire conditions. The test examines the behaviour of ducts exposed to fire from the outside (duct A) and

fire inside the duct (duct B). This Standard is used in conjunction with EN 1363-1.

Part 2. Fire Dampers

This part of EN 1366 specifies a method for determining the fire resistance of fire dampers installed in fire separating

elements designed to withstand heat and the passage of smoke and gases at high temperature. The standard is used in

conjunction with EN 1363-1.

The method is primarily intended for tests of mechanical devices. It is not suitable for testing fire dampers in suspended

ceilings without modification

INTRODUCTION
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Part 3. Penetration Seals

This document specifies a method of test and criteria for the evaluation of the ability of a penetration sealing system

to maintain the fire resistance of a separating element at the position at which it has been penetrated by a service.

Excluded are chimneys, air ventilation

systems, fire rated ventilation ducts, fire rated service ducts, shafts and smoke extraction ducts.

Supporting constructions are used in this document to represent separating elements such as walls or floors. These

simulate the interaction between the test specimen and the separating element into which the sealing system is to be

installed in practice.

This document is used in conjunction with EN 1363-1.

The purpose of this test described in this document is to assess:

a) the effect of such penetrations on the integrity and insulation performance of the separating element concerned;

b) the integrity and insulation performance of the penetration sealing system;

c) the insulation performance of the penetrating service or services and, where necessary, the integrity failure of a

service.

No information can be implied by the test concerning the influence of the inclusion of such penetrations and sealing

systems on the load-bearing capacity of the separating element.

It is not the intention of this test to provide quantitative information on the rate of leakage of smoke and/or hot gases

or on the transmission or generation of fumes. Such phenomena should only be noted in describing the general

behaviour of test specimens during the test.

This test does not supply any information on the ability of the penetration sealing system to withstand stress caused

by movements or displacements of the penetration services.

Part 4. Linear Joint Seals

This European Standard specifies a method for determining the fire resistance of linear joint seals based on their

intended end use.

This European Standard is used in conjunction with EN 1363-1.

The following tests are included in this European Standard:

- no mechanically induced movement

- mechanically induced movement, either prior to or during fire exposure

This European Standard does not provide quantitative information on the rate of leakage of smoke and/or hot gases,

or on the transmission or generation of fumes. The loadbearing capacity of a linear joint seal is not addressed in this

European Standard.

Part 5. Service Ducts and Shafts

This part of EN 1366 specifies a method for determining the fire resistance of horizontal service ducts and vertical

service shafts, which pass through walls or floors and enclose pipes and cables. The test examines the behaviour of

ducts and shafts exposed to fire from outside and from inside the duct. This standard is used in conjunction with EN

1363-1.

This standard does not examine the risk of fire spread as a result of thermal conduction along the piping installed in

service ducts or shafts, or thermal conduction through the media these pipes carry. It does not cover the risk of damage

produced by thermal elongation or shortening 
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as a result of fire, or damaged pipe suspensions. The standard does not give guidance on how to test one, two or three

sided service ducts or shafts.

This test is unsuitable for evaluating service ducts with internal barriers at walls and floors.

Whilst the walls of service ducts or shafts tested to this method may provide specified levels of integrity or insulation,

testing to this standard does not replace the testing of the functional endurance of small electrical cables which is

covered in EN 50200.

Fire resistance testing of ducts for air distribution systems is covered in EN 1366-1.

Part 8. Smoke Extract Ducts

This part of EN 1366 specifies a test method for determining the fire resistance of smoke extraction ducts. It is

applicable only to smoke extraction ducts that pass through another fire compartment from the fire compartment to

be extracted in case of fire.

It represents fire exposure of a fully developed fire.

This method of test is only applicable to fire resisting ducts that have passed the test for the appropriate period to EN

1366-1 (ducts A and B). For duct A, it is a requirement for fire resisting smoke extraction ducts that the test pressure

of 300 Pa, as given in EN 1366-1 is increased to 500 Pa when testing to EN 1366-1. For the purposes of the test

described in this document, the duct is referred to as duct C.

This test has been designed to cover both vertical and horizontal smoke extraction ducts. However, provided both

horizontal and vertical tests have been carried out to EN 1366-1 on the specific system, a vertical system need not

be evaluated to this method provided it has been tested in a horizontal orientation to this method. However, if the

system in practice is only to be used for vertical applications in smoke extraction systems, then it will need to be

tested in a vertical orientation to this method.

This method of test is only suitable for ducts constructed from non-combustible materials (Euroclass A1 and A2).

It is applicable only to four sided ducts; one, two and three sided ducts are not covered.

In addition to this technical manual there are various other supporting documentation, such as technical

recommendation sheets and certification approvals; also our technical department and sales support teams are

available to provide information and assistance to help in the design and installation of all Bifire fire protection solutions.

The target of this document is only provide the basic information for several Bifire products applications; obviously

every project needs of more and different details. In this event, you can contact our technical department which will

be pleased to help you.

INTRODUCTION
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SOLUTIONS AND PRODUCTS



2 Gipsbifire E th.16 mm+C of 50

EI 60

2 Firewall th.24 mm+C of 50 EI 120

2 Aquafire® th.12,5mm 

EI 60 + l.r. th.70mm d.70kg/mc

2 Supersil th.8 mm+2 ctg12,5 

EI 120

1 Aquafire® th.12,5mm +2 plastb.std

12,5mm EI 120 + r.w. th.70mm

d.30kg/mc

4 Gipsbifire® E th.16 mm 

EI 180 + r.w. th.70 mm d.40kg/mc

4 Aquafire® th.12,5mm 

EI180 + r.w. th.70mm d.70kg/mc

1 Aquafire® th.12,5mm and 2

plastb.std 12,5mm +  2 plastb.std

12,5mm  EI 120 

1 Supersil th.8 mm and 2 plastb.std

12,5mm +  2 plastb.std 12,5mm  

EI 120 

VERTICAL FIREPROOFING RIQUALIFICATION WITH BOARDS DIRECTLY ON THE WALL

MASONRY WALLS

th.8cm 

EN 1364-1 CSI 1706 FR

EN 1364-1 CSI 1953 FR

EN 1364-1 CSI 1707 FR

EN 1364-1 CSI 1652 FR

REINFORCED CONCRETE WALLS

AND POLYSTYRENE

EN 13381-3 DC02-003-F04

EN 13381-3 DC02-003-F04

REINFORCED CONCRETE WALLS EN 13381-3 DC02-003-F04

EN 13381-3 DC02-003-F04

CONCRETE BLOCK WALLS

th.20cm

EN 1364-1 CSI 1675 FR 

2 Firewall th.24 mm EI120POLYURETHANE WALLS EN 1364-1 CSI 1557 FR 

PLASTERBOARD WALLS EN 1364-1 I.G. 296405/3437 FR

EN 1364-1 I.G. 316093/3649 FR

SOLUTIONS AND PRODUCTS

LIGHTWEIGHT WALLS WITH FIRE ON BOTH SIDES

2 Firewall th.24 mm EI 120 SOLID PARTITION EN 1364-1 CSI 1557 FR

SERVICE VOIDS EN 1364-1 I.G. 322104/3705 FR

EN 1364-1 CSI 1557 FR/072/1

METAL FRAME WALLS EN 1364-1 I.G. 305134/3544 FR

EN 1364-1 I.G. 296405/3437 FR

EN 1364-1 I.G. 316093/3649 FR

EN 1364-1 CSI 1719 FR 

EN 1364-1 I.G. 308406/3572 FR

EN 1364-1 I.G. 327998/3745 FR

EN 1364-1 I.G. 328451/3748 FR

BIFIRE srl
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VERTICAL FIREPROOFING RIQUALIFICATION WITH BOARDS ON METAL FRAME

MASONRY WALLS

th.8cm 

EN 1364-1 CSI 1706 FR

EN 1364-1 CSI 1953 FR

WOODEN FRAME WALLS EN 1364-1 I.G. 3258813728 FR

Supersil th.8 mm EI 120

Aquafire® th.12,5mm EI120

Gipsbifire® E th.16 mm EI 180

Gipsbifire® E th.16 mm EI 180 

(not exposed side)

Supersil th.8 mm REI 120

Gipsbifire® E sp.th mm REI 120

Supersil th.8 mm REI 120

Gipsbifire® E th.16 mm REI 120

Supersil th.8 mm EI 180

Supersil th.8 mm EI 120 per side

1 Aquafire® th.12,5mm + 1 plastb.std

12,5mm  EI 120

Supersil th.8 mm EI 120

Aquafire® th.12,5mm EI120

2 Aquafire® th.12,5mm 

EI 90 + l.r. th.70mm d.30kg/mc



Aquafire® th.12,5mm REI120

Supersil th.8 mm REI 180

Aquafire® th.12,5mm REI180

Supersil th.8 mm REI 180 

Aquafire® th.12,5mm REI180

HORIZONTAL FIREPROOFING WITH BOARDS DIRECTLY ON THE SLAB

CLAY CEMENT SLABS EN 1365-2 I.G. 313309/3629 FR

EN 1365-2 I.G. 289793/3364 FR

EN 1365-2 I.G. 313309/3629 FR

PREDALLES SLABS EN 1365-2 0620111229/1

EN 1365-2 I.G. 308361/3570 FR

SUSPENDED MEMBRANE CEILINGS

Supersil th.6 mm + l.r. th.120 mm

d.100kg/mc EI 60

EXPOSED GRID

60x60cm

EN 1364-2 I.G. 293558/3396 FR

Supersil th.8 mm + l.r. th.120 mm

d.100kg/mc EI 60

CONCEALED GRID

49x27 step 400mm

EN 1364-2 I.G. 293557/3395 FR

2 Firewall th.24 mm EI 120 SELF-LOADING EN 1364-2 CSI 1724 FR

STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS FIRE PROTECTION

Supersil beams and columns up to

R 240

ELEMENTI  IN C.C.A. EN13381-3 CSI DC02-003-F04 

Supersil th.6 mm REI 120 EXPOSED GRID

60x60cm

EN 1365-2 I.G. 294689/3405 FR

SUSPENDED CEILINGS 

Supersil th.8 mm REI 180 CONCEALED GRID

49x27 step 400mm

EN 1365-2 I.G. 294690/3406 FR

Supersil 12mm+l.r. th.70mm 

d. 70kg/mc R120

ELEMENTI  IN ACCIAIO

(controsoffitto)

EN1364-2 12920131104

Supersil 12mm+l.r. th.70mm 

d. 70kg/mc R120

ELEMENTI  IN LEGNO

(controsoffitto)

EN1364-2 12920131105

SOLUTIONS AND PRODUCTS
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PENETRATIONS OF ALL KIND OF WALLS OR SLABS

COMBUSTIBLE PIPE

(PVC-PE-PEHD-PP)

Bags EI 120 ELECTRICAL CABLES EN 1366-3  APLLUS 12/5528-1341 wall

Sealer EN EI 180 LINEAR JOINTS EN 1366-4 I.G. 296406/3438 FR wall

EN 1366-4 APPLUS 12/5410-1147 slab

Flexbifire EI 180 up to f200UNCOMBUSTIBLE PIPE EN 1366-3 I.G. 296732/3444 FR wall
Seal Shell EI 120INSULATED UNCOMBUSTIBLE

PIPE

EN 1366-3 I.G. 296732/3444 FR wall

Bifire Damper EI 120VENTILATION GRILLES EN 1364-1  APPLUS 12/4805-1145 wall

Seal Shell 

EI 120 - EI180 up to f200

Strip

EI 120 - EI180 up to f125

EN 1366-3 I.G. 296732/3444 FR wall

EN 1366-3 APPLUS 12/5410-1148 slab

EN 1366-3 I.G. 308407/3573 FR plasterboard

EN 1366-3 I.G. 296732/3444 FR wall

EN 1366-3 APPLUS 12/5410-1148 slab

Masticoll EI180

Mastic Foam EI180

Foam PV EI180

MASTICS AND FILLERS EN 1366-4 I.G. 296406/3438 FR wall

EN 1366-4 APPLUS 12/5410-1144 slab

Box Bifire EI 120ELECTRICAL BOX EN 1366-3 I.G. 308407/3573 FR plasterboard

SOLUTIONS AND PRODUCTS

FIRE RATED DUCTWORK

Flexbifire th.40 mm EI 120 orizz f.e.

Flexbifire th.40 mm EI 120 vert f.e.

Silbifire th.30mm EI 120 orizz f.e.

Silbifire th.30mm EI 120 vert f.e.

Silbifire th.30mm EI 120 orizz f.i.

Silbifire th.30mm EI 120 vert f.i.

Silbifire th.30mm EI 180 vert f.e.

Silbifire th.30mm EI 180 orizz f.i.

Silbifire th.30mm EI 180 vert f.i.

VENTILATION DUCTS EN 1366-1 APPLUS 11/2701-2802

EN 1366-1 APPLUS 12/4725-576

EN 1366-1 APPLUS 12/4725-1146

EN 1366-1 APPLUS 12/4725-1314

EN 1366-1 PAVUS PK3-01-13-002-A-0

EN 1366-1 PAVUS PK3-01-13-006-A-0

EN 1366-1 APPLUS 12/4725-577

EN 1366-1 PAVUS PK3-01-13-001-A-0

EN 1366-1 PAVUS PK3-01-13-005-A-0

Firewall th.24 + 24 mm EI 120SERVICE DUCTS EN 1364-1 CSI 1557 FR

EN 1364-2 CSI 1724 FR

Flexbifire th.40 mm EI 120 orizz

Flexbifire th.40 mm EI 120 vert 

METAL PIPES EN 1366-1 APPLUS 11/2701-2802

EN 1366-1 APPLUS 12/4725-576
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PRODUCTS TECHNICAL PROPERTIES

SUPERSIL

SUPERSIL is a high density completely asbestos-free mineral silicate fibre board composed of silicates, cement, fibre

and inert additives.

SUPERSIL sheets are treated in an autoclave, making the finished product completely stable in the case of fire,

incombustible (class A1), and ensuring high mechanical strength and resistance to atmospheric humidity.

SUPERSIL is supplied in self-loading rigid panels having very high mechanical stability, flexibility, abrasion resistance

and optimal thermal performance.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

NOMINAL DRY DENSITY:

DIMENSIONS:

THICKNESSES:

REACTION TO FIRE:

SPECIFIC HEAT:

BENDING MODULUS:

IMPACT STRENGTH:

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH:

FLEXURAL STRENGTH:

1000 Kg\mc.+/- 20%

2500 x 1200mm

2440 x 1220mm

6-8-9-12 mm

Classe A1

Kj/kgK 0,90

4 GN\m2

>3,0 N\m per il 6, 8, 9 mm

>6,0 N\m per il 12 mm 

9,2 N\mm2

5,5 N\mm2

AVERAGE TEMP. (°C) W\mK

100 0,187          

150 0,200     

200 0,209

250 0,213

300 0,219 

350 0,224

DATASHEET

TECHNICAL DATA

Thanks to the use of SUPERSIL it is possible to obtain high-precision parts made to specifications because the

material does not disintegrate even when subjected to machining operations.

The high mechanical resistance of the product allows it to be used in the most severe conditions within its operating

temperature range.

SUPERSIL is unaffected by thermal shock and does not deteriorate through time, also with discontinuous operation.

SUPERSIL is easily worked using power tools or manual methods.

Modern power tools such as circular saws are recommended when high speed and precision are required in making

the product.

SUPERSIL cam be secured using non-combustible adhesives or with mechanical means such as screws or nails.

In certified applications follow the instructions shown in the specifications description.

SUPERSIL is normally certified without filling of joints. In cases wherein filling is required for aesthetic reasons, fit a

number of screws, fixings or other fasteners in order to prevent cracking of the joint. We recommend specifically

positioning the fixing systems at 30 mm from the edge around the entire perimeter, spaced at no more than 250 mm.

SUPERSIL joints can be filled with the same procedure used for normal building sheets not featuring low profile edges

and, specifically, an initial coat of FINISH in the joints, then insertion of the fibreglass mesh and application of a second

coat of FINISH, then an initial coat of FINISH over the entire surface, application of a fibreglass mesh over the entire

surface and a final finish coat of ADVIN FINISH. Before subsequent painting apply a fixative in order to prevent the

absorption of large quantities of moisture.

APPLICATION
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AQUAFIRE®

AQUAFIRE® Fibre-reinforced lightweight cement boards.

AQUAFIRE® is extremely lightweight, highly insulating, this is the easiest board to cut on the market, water resistant

for use in high humidity ambient, it can be used for indoor or outdoor applications. It does not decay, deform, flake or

crumble. 

AQUAFIRE® is provided with rough side for plastering and cement coat applications.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The AQUAFIRE® board is ideal for dividing walls, linings walls, dry blocks, soffits and false ceilings in humid or dry

ambient and for retrofit upgrades.

It does not deteriorate in the presence of water and this makes it long lasting in high humidity ambient such as

bathrooms, showers, kitchens, laundry rooms as well as in outdoor ambient.

AQUAFIRE® boards provide exceptional and resistant support for the application of ceramic tiles, glass mosaics

brick coverings or any other type of covering.

They can be skim plastered to obtain a smooth surface ready for painting.

APPLICATION

WEIGHT ON SM : 

THICKNESS : 

DIMENSION :  

REACTION TO FIRE:

RESISTANCE TO FIRE:

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY:

BENDING MODULUS:

DATASHEET

12 Kg  +/- 15%

12,5 mm  +/- 1,2mm

2.000 x 1200 x 12,5mm 

A1

up to 240 minutes

0,20 W/m K at 10°C

0,20 W/m K at 20°C

5,8 MPa

VITE AQUAFIRE® STAR

VITI AQUAFIRE® STAR are ideal for securing AQUAFIRE® boards onto 0.6 mm up to 1 mm thick steel structures.

They are resistant to salt spray for 100 hours in order to guarantee long life even in aggressive ambient or when

exposed directly to atmospheric agents. They are self-drilling and self-countersinking in order to facilitate both

perforation of the metallic profile and the adherence to the surface of the AQUAFIRE® board.

L.= 40mm

f = 4.4mm

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
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FIREWALL®

FIREWALL is a board in selected silicate and calcium sulfates, non-combustible Class A1 and totally asbestos free.

FIREWALL boards are supplied in rigid self-supporting panels with good mechanical strength and excellent fire

performance.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

FIREWALL is easy to work with woodworking tools such as saws, pantographs, drills. It is recommended the dust

extraction.

FIREWALL is used for dampers, thermal breaks for fire doors, service ducts, light walls, vertical separation, skylights,

ceiling membrane, systems for smoke extraction and air ducts.

FIREWALL must be filled with plaster according to the certificate of fire resistance with Finish.

For any aesthetic needs please contact our technical department.

APPLICATION

DRY DENSITY:

DIMENSIONS:

THICKNESS:

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH:

FLEXURAL STRENGTH:

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY:

REACTION TO FIRE:

910 Kg\mc.+/- 20%

2500 X 1200 mm +/- 5mm

24mm +/- 10%

9,1 N/mm2

5,4 N/mm2

0,168 W/m °K

CLASS A1

DATASHEET



PRODUCTS TECHNICAL PROPERTIES

GIPSBIFIRE® E

GIPSBIFIRE® E is a class A1 incombustible silicate and calcium board clad on both faces with cellulose material and

having a super-insulating Bifire® sheet adhesive bonded to one face.

GIPSBIFIRE® E boards receive a treatment that makes the product completely stable in the case of fire, guaranteeing

high mechanical strength.

GIPSBIFIRE® E is supplied in self-loading rigid panels having very high mechanical stability, flexibility and optimal fire

performance. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The use of GIPSBIFIRE® E allows exceptional aesthetic results thanks to its workability.

GIPSBIFIRE® E is easily workable using mechanical power or manual tools; all that is required is a knife to scribe the

sheet and cut it to the required size.

GIPSBIFIRE® E can be fixed using specific non-combustible adhesives (supplied by our company) or with mechanical

fasteners such as screws, fixings, or nails. In certified applications follow the instructions shown in the specifications

description.

GIPSBIFIRE® E is normally certified without filling of joints. In cases wherein filling of joints is required for aesthetic

reasons, fit a number of screws, fixings or other fasteners in order to prevent the joint from cracking.

GIPSBIFIRE® E joints can be filled using the same procedures applied for normal building sheets.

APPLICATION

NOMINAL DRY DENSITY:

DIMENSIONS:

THCK..:

BENDING MODULUS:

FLEXURAL STRENGTH:

THERMAL RESISTANCE:

CERTIFICATES:

800 kg\m3+/- 20%

3000 x 1200 mm

16, 18 mm +/- 10%

5 GN/m2

6 MN/m2

R = 0.08 m2K/W

REACTION TO FIRE CLASS A1

DATASHEET
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FLEXBIFIRE®

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

APPLICATION

DATASHEET

FLEXBIFIRE® is a new felt made of mineral and non-biopersistent alkaline fibre specifically  designed to ensure the

maximum fire protection with lower weight and thickness.

FLEXBIFIRE® is protected by a special Glastex non-dusting fabric. 

FLEXBIFIRE® is created for fire upgrading (or new construction) of metal ventilation duct for civil or industrial buildings,

and is able to protect metal pipes.

FLEXBIFIRE® is supplied in flexible boards, is a light material and easily adaptable to side derivation duct with smaller

section, bottom or top, straight or curved.

FLEXBIFIRE® is 40mm of thickness, FLEXBIFIRE® will be applied by wrapping the metal ventilation duct and then

held in position with Bifire adhesive tape, overlapping the joints with the joint cover lip, and finally with metal wire

spaced at 333 mm .

.FLEXBIFIRE® is provided with a joint cover lip 200mm wide, wich overcome the next board to its full length, then to

be fixed with metal wire. If you need, you can cut FLEXBIFIRE® with a normal cutter. . 

At crossing of wall or floor shall be put a second layer of FLEXBIFIRE® with the joint cover lip fixed  to the wall (or

floor) using metal anchors.

WEIGHT PER SM : 6 Kg  + 15%

THICKNESS : 40 mm  + 15 – 5 mm

SIZE :  2.000 x 1200 x 40mm (with joint cover lip 200 mm)
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SILBIFIRE®

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

APPLICATION

DATASHEET

SILBIFIRE® is the new calcium silicate board with inorganic fillers, uncombustible and completely asbestos free.

SILBIFIRE® can be worked with woodworking equipment with hardened teeth.

SILBIFIRE® was created to build ventilation duct for buildings for civil and industrial use.

SILBIFIRE® is avaiable in boards 1200x2000x30 mm.

SILBIFIRE® is 30mm thickness. The ventilation duct in SILBIFIRE® will be build with by joining each other the elements

vertical and horizontal of the cross-section using MASTICOLL and fixed with metal nails 43mm length and 40mm

distance, shoting with a normal compressed air gun. Finally he longitudinal joints shall be plastered  inside and outside

of the section with MASTIC FOAM. To joint the modules of the duct shall be use the strips in SILBIFRE 195mm wide

fixed with MASTICOLL and nails.

The horizontal section will be suspended from the ceiling by hangers and horizontal steel bars. The vertical sections

will be fixed to each floor.

At crossing of wall or floor shall be installed strips in SILBIFRE 195mm wide by MASTICOLL and metal anchors.

DENSITY: 900 kg/mc +/- 10%

WEIGHT PER SM : 27 Kg/sm  +/- 10%

THICKNESS : 30 mm  +/1,5 mm

SEIZE :  2.000 x 1200 x 30mm
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RASANTE AQUAFIRE®

General info Premixed single component cement coating in lightweight powder.

Type Cement based

Use Coating of AQUAFIRE® boards outdoor ambient.

Description

RASANTE AQUAFIRE® thanks to Its lightweight quality has a greater smoothness and

ease of application.

It is characterised by high adhesive strength connected to high elasticity. 

RASANTE AQUAFIRE® has a reduced drying time and high yield.

RASANTE AQUAFIRE® is therefore easier to install, cheaper, more insulation and it should

only 3.6 kg / sqm for outdoor systems.

Description U.M. Value

Bag quantity [kg] 18

Grain size [mm] <1.0

Mixing water [%] 27-28

Approximate yield  [kg/m2 x mm] 1.2

FINISH

General info Premixed single component cement coating in powder.

Type Cement based

Use
Coating of AQUAFIRE® , SUPERSIL, FIREWALL AND GIPSBIFIRE E boards in indoor

ambient.

Description

FINISH is designed for indoor applications, with significant values   of relative humidity.

FINISH has high adhesion and workability.

FINISH has reduced drying times and high yield.

Description U.M. Value

Bag quantity [kg] 25

Grain size [mm] <0,315

Mixing water [%] 24

Approximate yield  [kg/m2 x mm] 1.5
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LIGHTWEIGHT WALLS
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LIGHTWEIGHT WALLS                                                                                        

SELF-LOADING WALL
EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1

FIREWALL THICKNESS 24 + 24 MM

Fire-resistant partition with EI 120 certification composed of 

2 sheets of FIREWALL in class A1 with thickness 24 +24 mm (tot.

48 mm).

The sheets will be overlapped with staggered joints and fastened

with self-tapping screws to one another and to the perimeter

anchorage structure composed of galvanized steel 

L-section profile, 0.6 mm thick and 30 x 30 mm dimensions.

The screws must be installed with spacing of no more than 

500 mm. The joints and screw heads are filled with FINISH.

Cert. CSI 1557FR EI 120 

SERVICES VOID
EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1

GIPSBIFRE E THICKNESS 16 + 16 MM

Fire-resistant services void with EI 60 certification composed of 2

sheets of GIPSBIFIRE E in class A1 with thickness 16 + 16 mm

(tot. 32 mm) and support structure on side exposed to fire.

The sheets will be overlapped with staggered joints and fastened

with self-tapping screws to one another and to the support

structure, which is composed of 0.6 mm thick galvanized steel 50

x 50 mm studs.

The screws must be installed with spacing of no more than 

600 mm for the first layer and 250mm for the second one. The

joints and screw heads are filled with FINISH.

Cert. IG 322104/3705 FR EI 60 
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LIGHTWEIGHT WALLS

SERVICES VOID
EI 60 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1

FIREWALL THICKNESS 24 + 24 MM

Fire-resistant services void with EI 120 certification composed of 2

sheets of FIREWALL in class A1 with thickness 24 +24 mm (tot. 48

mm) and support structure on side exposed to fire.

The sheets will be overlapped with staggered joints and fastened

with self-tapping screws to one another and to the support

structure, which is composed of 0.6 mm thick galvanized steel 50

x 50 mm studs.

The screws must be installed with spacing of no more than 

500 mm. The joints and screw heads are filled with FINISH.

Cert. CSI 1557FR EI 120

METAL FRAME WALL
EI 60 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1

AQUAFIRE THICKNESS 12,5 MM

Fire-resistant partition with EI 60 certification composed of one

sheet of AQUAFIRE fibre-reinforced lightweight cement boards on

both sides of a metal C section structure 75x50x0,6 mm., spacing

600mm., and mineral wool density 70kg/m3, thickness 70mm.

Fastening of the sheets to the structure is achieved by VITI

AQUAFIRE STAR.

Joints must be filled with FINISH.

Cert. I.G. 305134/3544 FR EI 60 
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LIGHTWEIGHT WALLS                                                                                        

EI 90 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1

AQUAFIRE THICKNESS 12,5 MM

Fire-resistant partition with EI 90 certification composed of one

sheet of AQUAFIRE fibre-reinforced lightweight cement boards

on both sides of a wooden frame made of pine 80 x 40 mm,

spacing 600 mm., and mineral wool density 30kg/m3, thickness

70mm.

Fastening of the sheets to the structure is obtained by galvanized

steel clips 11x50mm or by VITI AQUAFIRE STAR. FILLING joints

NOT NECESSARY for the purposes of fire resistance.

Certified heights up to 4m. For greater heights consult the

technical department.

Cert. I.G. 325881/3728 FR EI 90 

WOODEN FRAME WALL

METAL FRAME WALL
EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1

AQUAFIRE THICKNESS 12,5 MM

Fire-resistant partition with EI 120 certification composed of single

layer of AQUAFIRE fibre-reinforced lightweight cement boards th.

12,5mm on fire exposed side, fixed with VITE AQUAFIRE STAR,

FILLING joints NOT NECESSARY for the fire resistance. Double

layer of standard lasterboard th.12,5mm on the not exposed side.

Metal frame 75x50x0,6 every 600mm. Rock wool 30kg/cm

th.70mm.

Filling joints and screw heads with gypsum-based plaster.

Cert. I.G. 316093/3649 FR EI 120 
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LIGHTWEIGHT WALLS

METAL FRAME WALL
EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 8 MM or GREATER

Fire-resistant partition with EI 120 certification composed of one

sheet of plasteboard th.12,5mm on both sides of a metal 

C section structure 75x50x0,6 mm and one sheet on both of high

performance SUPERSIL calcium silicate fibre sheet class A1,

thickness 8 mm.

Fastening of the sheets to the structure is achieved by galvanized

steel screws, with 250 mm spacing.

Final finishing coat for sheets, joints and screw heads with FINISH.

Cert. I.G. 296405/3437 FR EI 120

METAL FRAME WALL
EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 8 MM or GREATER

Fire-resistant partition with EI 120 certification composed on the

side exposed of a single layer of SUPERSIL high-performance

calcium silicate board,  class A1 with thickness of 8mm or greater,

double layer of plasterboard th.12,5mm, metal frame

50x50x0,6mm, 600mm centres. On the not exposed side, only one

plasterboard standard th.12,5mm. Screws 600mm and 300mm

centres for the first and second layer. Grouting joints and heads

screw of plasterboard only on the not exposed side with gypsum-

based plaster. Cert. IG 328451/3748 FR

AQUAFIRE THICKNESS 12,5 MM

Fire-resistant partition with EI 120 certification composed on the

side exposed of a single layer of AQUAFIRE fibre-reinforced

lightweight cement boards, double layer of plasterboard

th.12,5mm, metal frame 50x50x0,6mm, 600mm centres. On the

not exposed side, only one plasterboard standard th.12,5mm.

Screws 600mm and 300mm centres for the first and second layer.

Grouting joints and heads screw of plasterboard only on the not

exposed side with gypsum-based plaster.Cert. IG 327953/3744 FR
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METAL FRAME WALL
EI 180 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1

AQUAFIRE THICKNESS 12,5 MM

Fire-resistant partition with EI 180 certification composed of two

sheet of AQUAFIRE fibre-reinforced lightweight cement boards on

both sides of a metal C section structure 75x50x0,6 mm., spacing

600mm., and mineral wool density 70kg/m3, thickness 70mm.

Fastening of the sheets to the structure is achieved by VITI

AQUAFIRE STAR. Joints of second layer must be filled with

FINISH. Cert. I.G. 308406/3572 FR EI 180 

GIPSBIFIRE E THICKNESS 16MM

Partition fire wall with EI 180 certified fire resistance, composed of

four sheets (2 on each side) of GIPSBIFIRE E class A1 thickness

16 mm with interposed metal C section structure, dimensions 75 x

50 x 0.6 mm C/C distance 600 mm and mineral wool density

40kg/m2, thickness 70mm. Fastening of the sheets to the structure

is achieved by means of galvanized steel screws, with 250 mm

spacing. Final finishing coat for sheets, joints and screw heads with

FINISH. Cert. CSI 1719 RF EI 180 

LIGHTWEIGHT WALLS                                                                                        
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VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL FIREPROOFING
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VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL FIREPROOFING

FIRE RATING RIQUALIFICATION WALL
EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1 - board on side exposed to fire

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 8 MM or GREATER

Fire protection upgrade with EI 120 certification of 8 cm hollow brick

walls with both sides plastered, composed of high performance

SUPERSIL calcium silicate fibre board class A1, thickness 8 mm or

greater.

The sheets will be laid on the side exposed to fire and fastened to

the wall by means of metal expansion fixings.FILLING joints NOT

NECESSARY for the fire resistance

Cert. CSI 1706 FR EI 120

AQUAFIRE THICKNESS 12,5 MM

Fire protection upgrade with EI 120 certification of 8 cm hollow brick

walls with both sides plastered, composed of AQUAFIRE fibre-

reinforced lightweight cement board, thickness 12,5 mm.

The sheets will be laid on the side exposed to fire and fastened to

the wall by means of metal expansion fixings.FILLING joints NOT

NECESSARY for the fire resistance

Cert. CSI 1953 FR EI 120

FIRE RATING RIQUALIFICATION WALL
EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1 - board on side exposed to fire

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 8 MM or GREATER

Fire protection upgrade with EI 120 certification of masonry wall

th.8cm both side plastered, false wall with a single layer of high

performance SUPERSIL calcium silicate fibre board class A1 on

the side exposed to fire, thickness 8 mm or greater., and metal

frame 49x27x0,6mm every 600mm. Fixing the boards with VITE

AQUAFIRE STAR. FILLING joints NOT NECESSARY for the fire

resistance.

Cert. CSI 1706 FR EI 120

AQUAFIRE THICKNESS 12,5 MM

Fire protection upgrade with EI 120 certification of masonry wall

th.8cm both side plastered, false wall with a single layer of

AQUAFIRE fibre-reinforced lightweight cement board, thickness

12,5 mm on the side exposed to fire, and metal frame

49x27x0,6mm every 600mm.

Fixing the boards with VITE AQUAFIRE STAR. FILLING joints

NOT NECESSARY for the fire resistance.

Cert. CSI 1953 FR EI 120
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VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL FIREPROOFING

FIRE RATING RIQUALIFICATION WALL
EI 180 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1 - board on side exposed to fire

GIPSBIFIRE® E THICKNESS 16 MM

Fire protection upgrade with EI 180 certification of 8 cm hollow

brick walls with both sides rendered, composed of GIPSBIFIRE®

E sheet class A1 thickness 16 mm based on silicates and calcium

and having a super-insulating Bifire® sheet adhesive bonded to

one side.

The sheets will be laid on the side exposed to fire with the Bifire®

in contact with the wall and fastened to it by means of metal

expansion fixings.FILLING joints NOT NECESSARY for the fire

resistance

Cert. CSI 1707 FR EI 180 

FIRE RATING RIQUALIFICATION WALL
EI 180 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1 - board on side NOT exposed to fire

GIPSBIFIRE® E THICKNESS 16 MM

Fire protection upgrade with EI 180 certification of 8 cm hollow

brick walls with 2 external sides rendered with at least 1 cm,

composed of GIPSBIFIRE® E sheet class A1 thickness 16 mm

based on silicates and calcium and having a super-insulating

Bifire® sheet adhesive bonded to one face.

The sheets will be laid on the side not exposed to fire with the

Bifire® in contact with the wall and fastened to it with metal

expansion fixings spaced at 400 mm around the edges and at 750

mm in the centre of the sheets; the joints between sheets must be

filled with an initial coat of FINISH followed by insertion of a

fibreglass mesh and then a second coat of FINISH.

Cert. CSI 1652 FR EI 180 



VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL FIREPROOFING

FIRE RATING RIQUAL. PLASTERBOARD WALL
EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1 - board on both sides

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 8 MM or GREATER

Fire protection upgrade with EI 120 certification of plasterboard

walls composed of a 12.5 mm thick sheet on each side on a 75 mm

structure through direct application on the wall of one sheet on each

side of SUPERSIL calcium silicate fibre sheet class A1 thickness 8

mm, or greater.

The Supersil sheets must be fastened with self-tapping screws.

Final finishing coat for sheets, joints and screw heads with FINISH.

Cert. I.G. 296405/3437 FR EI 120 

FIRE RATING RIQUAL. PLASTERBOARD WALL
EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1 - board on side exposed to fire

AQUAFIRE THICKNESS 12,5 MM

Fire protection upgrade with REI 120 certification of drywall in

standard plasterboard th.12.5mm, a board on each side, metal

frame 75x50x0,6mm every 600mm, rock wool 30kg/cm th.70mm.

Riqualification with single-layer of AQUAFIRE fibre-reinforced

lightweight cement boards, thickness 12,5 mm in adherence on

the fire side, FILLING joints NOT NECESSARY for the fire

resistance,single layer of standard plastreboard th.12,5mm on the

opposite side. Filling joints and screw heads with gypsum-based

plaster.

Cert. 19420140430 EI 120 EN 1364-1
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VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL FIREPROOFING

FIRE RATING RIQUAL. PLASTERBOARD WALL
EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1 - board on side exposed to fire

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 8 MM or GREATER

Fire-resistant partition with EI 120 certification composed on the

side exposed of a single layer of SUPERSIL high-performance

calcium silicate board,  class A1 with thickness of 8mm or greater,

double layer of plasterboard th.12,5mm, metal frame

50x50x0,6mm, 600mm centres. On the not exposed side, only one

plasterboard standard th.12,5mm. Screws 600mm and 300mm

centres for the first and second layer. Grouting joints and heads

screw of plasterboard only on the not exposed side with gypsum-

based plaster. Cert. IG 328451/3748 FR

AQUAFIRE THICKNESS 12,5 MM

Fire-resistant partition with EI 120 certification composed on the

side exposed of a single layer of AQUAFIRE fibre-reinforced

lightweight cement boards, double layer of plasterboard

th.12,5mm, metal frame 50x50x0,6mm, 600mm centres. On the

not exposed side, only one plasterboard standard th.12,5mm.

Screws 600mm and 300mm centres for the first and second layer.

Grouting joints and heads screw of plasterboard only on the not

exposed side with gypsum-based plaster.Cert. IG 327953/3744 FR

FIREPROOFING OF POLYURETHANE WALL
EI 120 CLASS A1 - sheet on side exposed to fire

FIREWALL THICKNESS 24+24 MM

Fire protection upgrade with certification EI 120 of walls in

polyurethane, composed of 2 sheets of FIREWALL class A1,

thickness 24 mm.

The sheets will be laid on the side exposed to fire and fastened

with self-piercing screws to one another, to the L section

galvanized steel perimeter profile, thickness 0.6 mm and

dimensions 30 x 30 mm, and to the polyurethane walls. The

screws must be fitted with maximum spacing of 500 mm.

Cert.CSI 1557FR EI120 EN 1364-1
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VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL FIREPROOFING

FIREPROOFING OF REINF. CONCRETE WALL
REI 120 CLASS A1 EN 13381-3 - board on side exposed to fire

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 8 MM or GREATER

Fire protection upgrade with REI 120 certification of 120 mm

reinforced concrete walls composed of high performance

SUPERSIL calcium silicate fibre sheet class A1, thickness 8 mm

or greater.The sheets will be laid on the side exposed to fire and

fastened to the wall by means of metal expansion fixings.

Cert.CSI DC02-003-F04 EN 13381-3

GIPSBIFIRE® E SPESSORE 16 MM

Fire protection upgrade with REI 120 certification of 120 mm

reinforced concrete walls composed of GIPSBIFIRE® E sheet

class A1 thickness 16 mm based on silicates and calcium and

having a super-insulating Bifire® sheet adhesive bonded to one

side. The sheets will be laid on the side exposed to fire with the

Bifire® in contact with the wall and fastened to it by means of

metal expansion fixings.

Cert.CSI DC02-003-F04 EN 13381-3

FIREPROOFING OF R.C.-POLYSTYRENE WALL
EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 13381-3 - board on side exposed to fire

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 8 MM or GREATER

Fire protection upgrade with REI 120 certification of 50 + 50 cm

reinforced concrete walls with polystyrene composed of

SUPERSIL calcium silicate fibre sheet class A1, thickness 8 mm

or greater.The sheets will be laid on the side exposed to fire and

fastened to the wall by means of metal expansion fixings.

Cert.CSI DC02-003-F04 EN 13381-3

GIPSBIFIRE® E THICKNESS 16 MM

Fire protection upgrade with REI 120 certification of 50 + 50 cm

reinforced concrete walls with polystyrene, composed of

GIPSBIFIRE® E sheet class A1 thickness 16 mm based on

silicates and calcium and having a super-insulating Bifire® sheet

adhesive bonded to one side.

The sheets will be laid on the side exposed to fire with the Bifire®

in contact with the wall and fastened to it by means of metal

expansion fixings.

Cert.CSI DC02-003-F04 EN 13381-3
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VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL FIREPROOFING

FIREPROOFING OF CONCRETE BLOCKS WALL
EI 180 CLASS A1 EN 1364-1 - board on side exposed to fire

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 8 MM or GREATER

Fire protection upgrade with REI 180 certification of 200 mm

concrete block walls composed of high performance Supersil

calcium silicate fibre sheet class A1, thickness 8 mm or greater.

The sheets will be laid on the side exposed to fire and fastened to

the wall by means of metal expansion fixings.

Cert.CSI1675FR EI180 EN1364-1

FIREPROOFING OF CLAY-CEMENT SLAB
REI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1365-2

AQUAFIRE THICKNESS 12,5 MM

Fire protection upgrade with REI 120 certification of 16+4

reinforced concrete/hollow clay tile floor made by AQUAFIRE fibre-

reinforced lightweight cement boards, thickness 12,5 mm. The

sheets will be applied directly to the soffit by means of metal

expansion fixings, FILLING joints NOT NECESSARY for the fire

resistance. 

Cert. IG 313309/3629 FR REI 120 EN 1365-2
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VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL FIREPROOFING

FIREPROOFING OF CLAY-CEMENT SLAB
REI 180 CLASSE A1 EN 1365-2 

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 8 MM or GREATER

Fire protection upgrade with REI 180 certification of 16+4

reinforced concrete/hollow clay tile floor plastered made by high

performance SUPERSIL calcium silicate fibre sheet class A1,

thickness 8 mm or greater. The sheets will be applied directly to

the soffit by means of metal expansion fixings. FILLING joints NOT

NECESSARY for the fire resistance.

Cert. IG 320377/3696 FR REI 180 

AQUAFIRE THICKNESS 12,5 MM

Fire protection upgrade with REI 180 certification of 16+4

reinforced concrete/hollow clay tile floor plastered made by

AQUAFIRE fibre-reinforced lightweight cement boards, thickness

12,5 mm. The sheets will be applied directly to the soffit by means

of metal expansion fixings, FILLING joints NOT NECESSARY for

the fire resistance. 

Cert. IG 313310/3630 FR REI 180 

FIREPROOFING OF PREDALLES SLAB
REI 180 CLASS A1 EN 1365-2

AQUAFIRE THICKNESS 12,5 MM

Fire protection upgrade with REI 180 certification of 20cm th.

predalles slab composed of one layer AQUAFIRE fibre-reinforced

lightweight cement boards. The boards will be applied directly to

the soffit by means of metal expansion fixings.

FILLING joints NOT NECESSARY for the fire resistance. 

In case of estetic reasons, joint will be filled  with FINISH.

Cert. IG 308361/3570 FR REI 180
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FALSE CEILING EXPOSED GRID

FALSE CEILINGS 

FALSE CEILING CONCEALED GRID
REI 180 CLASS A1

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 8 MM or GREATER

Fire protection upgrade with REI 180 certification of 

16+4 reinforced concrete/hollow clay tile floor composed of high

performance SUPERSIL calcium silicate fibre sheet class A1,

thickness 8 mm or greater. The sheets sheets will be fastened with

self-tapping screws spaced at 200 mm, to a concealed grid made

of C-section 18 x 48 x 18 profiles spaced at 400 mm suspended on

hanger rod diameter 4 mm.

Cert. I.G. 294690/3406 FR REI 180 

REI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1365-2

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 6 MM

Fire protection upgrade with REI 120 certification of 

16+4 reinforced concrete/hollow clay tile floor composed of high

performance SUPERSIL calcium silicate fibre sheet class A1,

thickness 6 mm. The boards will be installed on an exposed grid

made of T section steel profiles, size 38 x 24 mm, thickness 

0.4 mm, suspended on hanger rod diameter 4 mm and completed

with L-section steel perimeter profiles, size 30x30, thickness 0.6

mm.

Cert. I.G. 294689/3405 FR REI 120 
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FALSE CEILING EXPOSED GRID
REI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1365-2

FALSE CEILINGS 

ONLY 10MM 
BETWEEN WOOL AND BEAMS

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 6 MM

Fire protection upgrade with REI 120 certification of 

concrete slab supported by steel beams, composed of high

performance SUPERSIL calcium silicate fibre sheet class A1,

thickness 6 mm. The boards will be installed on an exposed grid

made of T section steel profiles, size 38 x 24 mm, thickness 

0.4 mm, suspended on hanger rod diameter 4 mm and completed

with L-section steel perimeter profiles, size 30x30, thickness 0.6

mm. Above the slabs will be laid a single layer of mineral wool

thickness 70 mm, density 80 kg / mc.

The wool should remain at least 10mm in steel structures.

In the gap is expected the presence of installations.

Cert. IG 327384/3736 FR REI 120

MEMBRANE CEILING EXPOSED GRID
EI 60 CLASS A1 EN 1364-2

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 6 MM

Fire rated membrane ceiling with EI 60 certification, guaranteeing

maximum temperature of 180°C on any element in contact with

the mineral wool. The membrane ceiling is composed of high

performance calcium silicate fibre SUPERSIL sheets, class A1 with

thickness of 6 mm and dimensions of 

595x595 mm.

The sheets will be installed on an exposed grid made of 

T section steel profiles, size 38 x 24 mm, thickness 0.4 mm,

suspended on hanger rod diameter 4 mm and completed with L-

section steel perimeter profiles, size 30x30, thickness 0.6 mm.

Two 60 mm thick layers of 100 kg/m3 mineral wool will be laid on

top of the sheets.

Cert. I.G. 293558/3396 FR EI 60 
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FALSE CEILINGS 

MEMBRANE CEILING CONCEALED GRID
EI 60 CLASSE A1 EN 1364-2

SUPERSIL THICKNESS 8 MM

Fire rated membrane ceiling with EI 60 certification, guaranteeing

maximum temperature of 180°C on any element in contact with

the mineral wool. The membrane ceiling is composed of high

performance calcium silicate fibre SUPERSIL sheets, class A1

with thickness of 8 mm.

The sheets will be fastened with self-tapping screws spaced at 200

mm, to a concealed grid made of C-section 18 x 48 x 18 profiles

spaced at 400 mm, suspended on hanger rod diameter 4 mm.

Two 60 mm thick layers of 100 kg/m3 mineral wool will be laid on

top of the sheets.

Cert. I.G. 293557/3395 FR EI 60 

SELF-LOADING CEILING

FIREWALL THICKNESS  24 + 24 MM

Self-loading fire-protected ceiling with EI 120 certification

composed of 2 sheets of FIREWALL in class A1 with thickness

24 +24 mm (tot. 48 mm) and support structure on side not

exposed to fire.

The sheets will be overlapped with staggered joints and fastened

with self-tapping screws to one another and to the support

structure, which is composed of 0.6 mm thick galvanized steel

studs, size 75 x 50 mm with C/C distance of 500mm installed

coupled to the reverse side for spans of no more than 4400mm

(for different spans, consult the Bifire technical department).

Cert. CSI 1724 FR EI 120 EN1364-2

EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1364-2
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FALSE CEILINGS 

FALSE CEILING SEALING
REI 120 EN 1365-2 

MASTIC FOAM
It 'a self-expanding mastic certificate to seal small holes which may be

necessary for the passage of hangers, threaded rods, steel cables or

chains for the support of lamps, light points, signage etc. crossing the

ceiling.

MASTIC FOAM is able to perfectly seal the passages of small dimensions

and thus restore continuity of the false ceiling.

MASTIC FOAM is supplied in cartridges and is applied to means of normal

gun for silicones. It will be necessary put the enough quantity for the

complete sealing of the hole.

Cert. IG 327384/3736 FR

COVER LIGHT
REI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1365-2 

FLEXBIFIRE THICKNESS 40 MM

The FLEXBIFIRE® felt with a thickness of 40 mm is certified for the

protection of overhead lights positioned in the ceiling. It’s enough to install

a portion of FLEXBIFIRE size 1000x1200mm simply supported above a

ceiling light from 600x600mm to restore the continuity of the false ceiling

up to REI 120.

Cert. IG 327384/3736 FR
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FIRE RATED DUCTWORK 
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FIRE RATED DUCTWORK

VENTILATION DUCTS IN SILICATE BOARDS

SILBIFIRE® THICKNESS 30 MM

Fire rated ventilation duct in single layer of silicate boards

SILBIFIRE 30mm thickness, reaction to fire class A1.

The duct will be build with by joining each other the elements

vertical and horizontal of the cross-section using MASTICOLL and

fixed with nails. The longitudinal joints shall be plastered  inside

and outside of the section with MASTIC FOAM. 

To joint the modules of the duct shall be use the strips in SILBIFRE

195mm wide fixed with MATICOLL and nails.

In case of internal fire, install a second layer of SILBIFIRE on the

first 2,5mt of the unexposed side.

The horizontal section will be suspended from the ceiling by

hangers and horizontal steel bars. The vertical sections will be

fixed to each floor.

Cert. Applus 12/4725-1146 EI120 EN1366-1 Hor. ext. fire

Cert. Applus 12/4725-1314 EI120 EN1366-1 Ver. ext. fire

Cert. PK3-01-13-002-A0 EI120 EN1366-1 Hor. int.fire

Cert. PK3-01-13-006-A0 EI120 EN1366-1 Ver. int. fire

EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1366-1

VENTILATION DUCTS IN SILICATE BOARDS

SILBIFIRE® THICKNESS 30 MM

Fire rated ventilation duct in single layer of silicate boards

SILBIFIRE 30mm thickness, reaction to fire class A1.

The duct will be build with by joining each other the elements

vertical and horizontal of the cross-section using MASTICOLL and

fixed with nails. The longitudinal joints shall be plastered  inside

and outside of the section with MASTIC FOAM. 

To joint the modules of the duct shall be use the strips in SILBIFRE

195mm wide fixed with MATICOLL and nails.

In case of internal fire, install a second layer of SILBIFIRE on the

first 2,5mt of the unexposed side.

The horizontal section will be suspended from the ceiling by

hangers and horizontal steel bars. The vertical sections will be

fixed to each floor.

Cert. Applus 12/4725-577 EI180 EN1366-1 Ver. ext. fire

Cert. PK3-01-13-001-A0 EI180 EN1366-1 Hor. int. fire

Cert. PK3-01-13-005-A0 EI180 EN1366-1 Ver. int. fire

EI 180 CLASS A1 EN 1366-1

For a correct installation of ventilation duct in silicate boards SILBIFRE 30mm consult the “Technical

Insallation Handbook. For special applictions, refer to the Bifre Technical Department.
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FIRE RATED DUCTWORK

METAL VENTILATION DUCTS 

EI 120 CLASS A1 EN 1366-1

FLEXBIFIRE® SPESSORE 40 MM

Fire protection class A1 with certification EI 120 of ventilation ducts

with external fire, comprising single layer of 40 mm thick FlexBifire®

felt made of minerals and non biopersistent alkaline fibre and

externally protected with a special Glastex non-dusting fabric.

FlexBifire® felt, thickness 40 mm, will be applied by wrapping the

metal ventilation duct and then held in position with Bifire adhesive

tape, overlapping the joints with the joint cover lip, and finally with

metal wire spaced at 333 mm .

Close to the penetration wall/floor will be applied a second layer of

FlexBifire® in both side.

Cert. Applus 11/2701-2802 EI120 EN1366-1 Orizzontale

Cert. Applus 12/4725-576   EI120 EN1366-1 Verticale
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For the concrete elements the calculation of the fire resistance is carried out by assessing the reduction of the bearing

capacity (R ) , with the temperature -induced degradation of the mechanical properties of the materials .

The collapse mechanisms can be different : failure due to bending , shear , subsidence of the supports , etc. . In most

cases the loss of the bearing capacity is due to the loss of strength of steel reinforcement , especially when you are

not taken into account in the design phase explicitly the action of the fire and not the concrete cover are properly

dimensioned.

The elements most vulnerable are those with superficial armor or ones very slender, they can benefit less by the

thermal conductivity of the concrete.

In general it can be assumed that the critical temperature, leading to the collapse of the element, is in order of 500°C

for armor lens, and 350°C for prestressing strands.

The application table shown here is conservative and calculates the thickness required for ordinary steel and

prestressing steel.

If you need a more detailed study of the section of the element to retrain (Sections particular conditions of exposure

to fire different from the ordinary, partial redevelopment of structural elements, prestressed concrete with wire strands

, etc. ... ) , Bifire is able to provide specialized technical support and thermal mapping with finite element software .

For steel structural elements the calculation of the fire resistance is made by assessing the reduction of the bearing

capacity (R ) , with the temperature -induced degradation of the mechanical properties of the materials .

With reference to the UNI EN 1993-1-2 Eurocode 3 " Design of steel structures - General rules - design of structures

against fire ", according to the temperature to which they are exposed during the fire, the section factor, the class of

the section and the degree of use of the structural element, is obtained by the calculation expressed by the standard

procedure of the degree of fire resistance R of the structural element retrained.

Taking into consideration the worst relationship between the variables mentioned above ( section factor > 330 , class

4 , can use m = 1), you can easily get to the consideration that the critical temperature is 349°C. Hence the fact that

if the temperatures on the structural steel are below this limit, the element retains its load bearing R for all the time of

fire exposure, and therefore classifiable R15 , R30 , R60 , R90 , R 120 , etc..

For the wood structural elements calculating the fire resistance is carried out by assessing the reduction of the bearing

capacity (R) induced by the carbonization of the original section of the wood. Carbonizing wood loses its typical

mechanical characteristics but in fact creates a protective layer that stabilizes and evens the speed with which the

wood burns : this allows, with the due simplifications precautionary, to calculate the bearing capacity of the wooden

elements subjected to the effect a generalized fire.

With reference to Eurocode 5 UNI EN 1995-1-2 " Design of timber structures - General rules - design of structures

against fire ", by failing to provide a certification of the latter type table , it is possible to calculate the fire resistance

R of the wooden elements ( beams and columns ), whereas the onset of carbonization of wood protected by a system

of boards is postponed until tch ( = time charring , carbonization start time of the wooden elements protected). The

carbonization of the wood, and thus result in the loss of his mechanical skills , begins above 300 ° C (char -line defined

in Chapter 3 of EN 1995-1-2 ) .

If the conditions of the construction site so require, the Office Technician Bifire is available for the study of

specific solutions, thermal calculations, finite element analysis, analytical assessments and related

certifications.

SUPERSIL
USE: STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS FIRE PROTECTION
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STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS FIRE PROTECTION

REINFORCED CONCRETE ELEMENTS

CERTIFICATION: - CSI DC02-003-F04 R30-R240 UNI ENV 13381-3

EQUIVALENCE RATIO GUARANTEED:

SUPERSIL TH. 6 mm 3,1 - SUPERSIL TH. 8 mm 4,0 - SUPERSIL TH. 9 mm 4,5 - SUPERSIL TH. 12 mm 6,2

COLUMNS
MINIMUM CONCRETE COVER

10mm 20mm 30mm

R

30 6

6
6

60 6

90 8

120 12 8

180 8+8 12 8

240 8+8 8+8 12

BEAMS
MINIMUM CONCRETE COVER

10mm 20mm 30mm

R

30 6

6
6

60 6

90 8

120 12 8

180 8+8 12 8

240 8+8 8+8 12

SLABS
MINIMUM CONCRETE COVER

10mm 20mm 30mm

R

30

6

6 6

60

90

120

180 8

240 12

R30-R240 CLASSE A1
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CERTIFICATION: based on experimental evidence with certification number IG 311864/3600 FR conducted in

accordance with the European standard EN 1363-1:2012 and EN 1364-2:2002 in a notified laboratory.

MATERIALS: SUPERSIL 12mm ceiling installed on a metal structure 49x27x0,6 to 400mm step suspended every

600mm, and rock wool d.70kg/mc th.70mm.

ELEMENTS PROTECTED: BEAMS, FLOORS, TIE RODS steel of any shape and size.

PROTECTION GUARANTEED: R120, without the need to do further testing or thermal structural analysis.

WEIGHT: 20 kg/sqm complete solution of boards, rock wool and the supporting structure of the ceiling.

THICKNESS: 110mm from the SUPERSIL to extrados rock wool.

STEEL ELEMENTS

STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS FIRE PROTECTION

R120 CLASSE A1
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STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS FIRE PROTECTION

CERTIFICATION: based on experimental evidence with certification number IG 311864/3600 FR conducted in

accordance with the European standard EN 1363-1:2012 and EN 1364-2:2002 in a notified laboratory.

MATERIALS: SUPERSIL 12mm ceiling installed on a metal structure 49x27x0,6 to 400mm step suspended every

600mm, and rock wool d.70kg/mc th.70mm.

ELEMENTS PROTECTED: BEAMS, FLOORS, TIMBER FRAMED in wood of any shape and size.

PROTECTION GUARANTEED: R120, without the need to do further testing or thermal structural analysis.

WEIGHT: 20 kg/sqm complete solution of boards, rock wool and the supporting structure of the ceiling.

THICKNESS: 110mm from the SUPERSIL to extrados rock wool.

WOOD ELEMENTS
R120 CLASSE A1
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PENETRATIONS

STRIP
USE: FIRE PROTECTION OF COMBUSTIBLE PIPES

STRIP - nastro intumescente
STRIP must be wrapped around the pipe to be protected and

inserted in the space remaining between pipe and wall.

Sealing of the outer part can be left unfinished or closed with

normal cement mortar on both sides.

STRIP is suitable for use on pipes:

- PVC, PE, HDPE outer diameter up to 125 mm

- PP up to an outer diameter of 110 mm

DIMENSIONS:

STRIP is available in two sizes:

- 1000x100x8 mm for pipes up to ∅ 75mm

- 1000x100x12 mm for pipes up to ∅ 125mm

Cert. I.G. 296732/3444 FR EI 120 EN 1366-3 wall

Cert. APPLUS 12/5410-1148 EI 120 EN 1366-3 slab

EI 120-180 

SEAL SHELL
USE: FIRE PROTECTION OF COMBUSTIBLE PIPES

EI 120-180
SEAL SHELL - intumescent collar
SEAL SHELL is installed on the exposed side around the pipe in

correspondence with the penetration opening and can be easily

anchored to the wall by means of metal fixings.

SEAL SHELL is installed on the exposed side, is suitable for use

on pipes:

- PVC outer diameter up to 200 mm

- PE and PEHD outer diameter up to 160 mm

- PP outer diameter up to 110 mm

DIMENSION of SEAL SHELL UNIVERSALE:

- up to ∅ int. 100 mm= ∅ ext. 116 mm.

- from ∅ int. 110 mm. to ∅ int. 160 mm = ∅ ext. 192 mm. 

- ∅ int. 200 mm = ∅ ext. 240 mm. 

Cert. I.G. 296732/3444 FR EI 120 EN 1366-3 wall

Cert. APPLUS 12/5410-1148 EI 120 EN 1366-3 slab
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PENETRATIONS

SEAL SHELL ON PLASTERBOARD WALL
USE: FIRE PROTECTION OF COMBUSTIBLE PIPES

EI 120
SEAL SHELL - intumescent collar
SEAL SHELL is placed, one on each side, around the pipe in

the hole and passing easily fixed to plasterboard wall using the

slots on the shell.

Apply a SEAL SHELL on both sides of the wall holding them in

position with threaded bars f5 passersby.

SEAL SHELL is suitable for use on pipes:

- PVC outer diameter up to 200 mm

- PE and PEHD outer diameter up to 160 mm

DIMENSION of SEAL SHELL UNIVERSALE:

- up to ∅ int. 100 mm= ∅ ext. 116 mm.

- from ∅ int. 110 mm. to ∅ int. 160 mm = ∅ ext. 192 mm. 

- ∅ int. 200 mm = ∅ ext. 240 mm. 

Cert. I.G. 308407/3573 FR EI 120 EN 1366-3

SEAL SHELL
USE: FIRE PROTECTION OF INSULATED UNCOMBUSTIBLE PIPES

SEAL SHELL - intumescent collar
SEAL SHELL is suitable for use on steel pipes insulated with PE

minimum thickness of 5 mm. SEAL SHELL is installed on the

exposed side around the pipe in correspondence with the

penetration opening and can be easily anchored to the wall by

means of metal fixings.

SEAL SHELL is installed on the exposed side.

DIMENSION of SEAL SHELL UNIVERSALE:

- up to ∅ int. 100 mm= ∅ ext. 116 mm.

- from ∅ int. 110 mm. to ∅ int. 160 mm = ∅ ext. 192 mm. 

- ∅ int. 200 mm = ∅ ext. 240 mm. 

Cert. I.G. 296732/3444 FR EI 120 EN 1366-3 wall

EI 120-180
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FLEXBIFIRE
USE: UNCOMBUSTIBLE PIPING

EI 180
FLEXBIFIRE
FLEXBIFIRE is a textile component suitable for fireproofing of

large size incombustible pipes.

FLEXBIFIRE is installed around the pipe on both sides of wall

using normal metal wire; after fixing it must be brought into contact

with the wall in the penetration area.

Any remaining small openings can be sealed with MASTIC FOAM.

WORKING: physical

FLEXBIFIRE WIDTH: 300 mm 

FLEXBIFIRE is able to use on uncombustible pipes up to 200mm

of diameter and 14,2mm of thickness, in according with EN

1366.4:2009.

Cert. I.G. 296732/3444 FR EI 180 EN 1366-3

BAGS
USE: ELECTRICAL CABLE PENETRATIONS

EI 120 

BAGS - fireproofing bags
BAGS are fire protection bags for temporary closure of large size

openings and penetrations of electrical cables and small

combustible pipes.

BAGS can be fitted in the same way as normal bags until the

opening is completely closed.

The quantity of BAGS required for correct protection must be

calculated in relation to the total volume of the opening after

subtracting the total volume of the penetrating elements. About 70

bags for 600x600 openings.

DIMENSIONS: 

180 x 100 x 30 mm / 180 x 200 x 30 mm / 180 x 300 x 30 mm.

Cert. APPLUS 12/5528-1341 EI 120 EN1366-3
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BIFIRE DAMPER
USE: VENTILATION GRILLES

EI 120 CLASSE A1
BIFIRE DAMPER - fireproofing grille
BIFIRE DAMPER is a new fireproof grille for the protection of air

exchange zones in replacement of traditional fire dampers.

BIFIRE DAMPER is applied simply by positioning and securing it

with cement mortar.

Any remaining openings between the grille and supporting element

can be sealed with MASTIC FOAM.

MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS: 

600 x 600 x 100 mm. 

The dimensions are always Width x Height x Thickness, fins Bifire

Damper are always oriented in the direction of the height (vertical).

SPECIFICATIONS:

Empty / full ratio: 30% approx. - Pressure during the test: 16Pa

Cert. Applus 12/4805-1145 EI 120 EN1364-1

BOX BIFIRE
USE: PROTECTION OF ELECTRICAL BOXES

EI 120 
BOX BIFIRE
BOX BIFIRE is a sheet superinsulating aluminum-based and gel

superinsulating. It is provided in squares and must be placed at the

back of the box, only to be stuck in the wall cavity; BOX BIFIRE will

wrapping the back and sides of the electrical box, then you can trim

the excess edges with a cutter. If you need to finish the edge with

mortar or grout.

BOX BIFIRE is certified for applications on the side exposed to fire

and not exposed to fire, and is also applicable to rigid walls.

WEIGHT: 650gr./mq

THICKNESS: 0.8 mm

DIMENSIONS: 300x200 - boxes for up to 6 place

300x200 - for junction boxes

550x400 - for multiple junction boxes

Cert. I.G. 308407/3573 FR EI 120 EN1366-3
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MASTICOLL
USE: SMALL SIZE OPENINGS AND JOINTS

EI 180
MASTICOLL
MASTICOLL is a new sealant mortar suitable for closing

penetrations and small openings in firewalls.

MASTICOLL can be applied like a normal mortar that can be used

on any type of substrate (clay, cement, plaster rendering, steel, etc.)

A thickness of 30/40 mm of MASTICOLL is sufficient to obtain good

fire resistance. 

Cert. I.G. 296405/3437 FR EI 180 EN1366-4 wall

Cert. Applus 12/5410-1144 EI 180 EN1366-4 slab

MASTICS AND FILLERS
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MASTIC FOAM
USE: SMALL SIZE OPENINGS AND JOINTS

EI 180
MASTIC FOAM
MASTIC FOAM is supplied in cartridges and it is applied by a

dispenser gun like normal silicone.

MASTIC FOAM can be used to ensure correct sealing untill 24mm

thickness.

DIMENSIONS: 

PACKS: 310 cc cartridges.

WORKING TIME: 6\8 hours from opening of the pack

FLAMMABILITY: non-flammable

Cert. I.G. 296405/3437 FR EI 180 EN1366-4 wall

Cert. Applus 12/5410-1144 EI 180 EN1366-4 slab
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FOAM PV
USE: JOINTS, SMALL OPENINGS AND JOINTS
EI 180 

FOAM PV
FOAM PV is a foam suitable for sealing small openings and spaces

up to 50mm, both wall an ceiling, between frame and wall when

installing fire doors. Up to 10mm the opening is sealable with only

FOAM PV, over 10mm must use 60mm of rock wool between

FOAM PV. For application of the product shake the spray bottle for 

30 seconds and inject the product into the opening, holding the

spray bottle  so that it faces downward. 

PACKS: spray bottle

DENSITY: 18 kg\m3.

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH: 50 kPa

WORKING TIME: The foam can be cut after 4 hours.

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY: 0.032 W/mK

VOLUME PRODUCED WITH A 750 ml CANISTER: 35/40 L.

0.018/0.020 M3

DEADLINE: 36 months from date of manufacture

Cert. I.G. 296406/3438 FR EI 180 EN1366-4 wall

Cert. Applus 12/5410-1144 EI 180 EN1366-4 slab

SEALER EN
USE: EXPANSION JOINTS

EI 180
SEALER EN
SEALER EN is the insulating and self-expanding fireproofing

material for the protection of expansion structural and

compartmentation joints.

SEALER EN must be installed compressing it slightly along the

entire length and inserting it in the opening in which it will remain

fixed thanks to its expansion.

A single SEALER EN is sufficient to seal a penetration opening

either in a wall or in a slab. If necessary, SEALER EN can be cut

to size using a normal cutter.

DIMENSIONS: 

Sealer EN Type 42 1,200 x 140 x 42 mm.

Sealer EN Type 62 1.200 x 140 x 62 mm.

Cert. I.G. 296406/3438 EI 180 EN1366-4 wall

Cert. Applus 12/5410-1147 EI 180 EN1366-4 slab
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OHS-2399

BIFIRE S.R.L.

VIA CARDUCCI, 8 20123 MILANO (MI) ITALIA

VIA LAVORATORI DELL'AUTOBIANCHI, 1 20832 DESIO (MB) ITALIA

BS OHSAS 18001:2007

DESIGN AND MANIFACTURE OF THERMAL INSULATION AND PASSIVE FIRE PROTECTION PRODUCTS BY MIXING

OF RAW MATERIALS, CONFORMATION OF THE PRODUCT, CUTTING AND ASSEMBLY OF PRODUCTS.

PROGETTAZIONE E REALIZZAZIONE DI PRODOTTI PER ISOLAMENTO TERMICO E PROTEZIONE PASSIVA AL

FUOCO ATTRAVERSO LE FASI DI MISCELATURA DELLE MATERIE PRIME, CONFORMAZIONE DEL PRODOTTO

TAGLIO E ASSEMBLAGGIO.

27.07.2015

27.07.2015

Per informazioni sulla validità

del certificato, visitare il sito

www.rina.org

For information concerning

validity of the certificate, you

can visit the site

www.rina.org

CISQ è la Federazione Italiana di

Organismi di Certificazione dei

sistemi di gestione aziendale

CISQ is the Italian

Federation of management

system Certification Bodies

CERTIFICATE No.CERTIFICATO N.

 Si certifica che il Sistema di Gestione della Sicurezza e della Salute sul luogo di lavoro  di

It is hereby certified that the Occupational Health and Safety Management System of

per le seguenti attività /  for the following  activities

nelle seguenti unità operative / in the following operational units

La validità del presente certificato è subordinata a sorveglianza periodica annuale / semestrale ed al riesame completo del sistema di gestione con periodicità triennale

The validity of this certificate is dependent on an annual / six monthly audit and on a complete review, every three years, of the management system

Prima emissione

First Issue

Emissione corrente

Current Issue

RINA Services S.p.A.

Via Corsica 12 - 16128 Genova Italy

è conforme alla norma / is in compliance with the standard

EA:23

Data scadenza

Expiry Date

26.07.2018

Ing. Michele Francioni

(Chief Executive Officer)

The use and validity of this certificate are subject to compliance with the RINA document: Rules for the Certification of Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems

E AL DOCUMENTO SINCERT RT-12

L’uso e la validità del presente certificato è soggetto al rispetto del documento RINA: Regolamento per la Certificazione dei Sistemi di Gestione della Sicurezza e Salute sul luogo di lavoro

Membro degli Accordi di Mutuo

Riconoscimento EA, IAF e ILAC

Signatory of EA, IAF and ILAC Mutual

Recognition Agreements

SGQ N° 002 A  SSI N° 001 G

SGA N° 002 D  DAP N° 001 H

PRD N° 002 B  PRS N° 066 C

SCR N° 003 F  LAB N° 0832

SGE N° 008 M



Consultate il nostro sito:

www.bifire.it

Via Lavoratori dell’Autobianchi, 1 • 20832 Desio (MB), Italy • Tel:+39 0362 364570 • Fax +39 0362 334134 • e-mail: bifire@bifire.it

Cod. A01770090 edizione 02.2016


